
Revolutionize the Way You See With ThinOptics 

Seeing is believing with lenses that are every bit as functional as they are stylish 

 

Conventional reading glasses have come a long way since the days of precariously dangling from a 

delicate beaded chain around your grandmother’s neck. As a matter of fact, these spectacles have been 

so revamped that not only is your neck no longer necessary, but apparently having ears are optional as 

well. ThinOptics is a revolutionary form of eyewear designed to not only enhance your sight, but to help 

streamline your daily life, using as little material as possible. 

 

According to statistics, more than half of the people living in the U.S. use smartphones. However, out of 

those users, 44 million people have difficulty seeing their cellphone screens. Electronic gadgets are not 

the only small font culprits giving so many pairs of retinas across the country a hard time seeing. From 

menus and pamphlets to brochures and any other important printed material, it is simply becoming 

harder to read small text.  

 

Thankfully, a company with a goal to combine functionality and sensibility created a revolutionary pair 

of reading glasses. ThinOptics eyewear is so slim and light that it slips right into its own specially 

designed case, which happens to attach directly to the back of your smartphone without any added 

bulk. The glasses are flexible and made from highly durable materials such as metal and bulletproof 

glass. Chief among the features is the super-elastic and strong titanium alloy in the nose bridge. The 

independent suspension nose pads allow the bridge to clamp down firmly onto your nose making the 

need for traditional ear temples completely obsolete.  

 

One of the major benefits of these standalone reading glasses is the ability to always have them on hand 

when you need them. Statistics show that at least 79 percent of cellphone users have their device within 

arm’s reach at all times. The fact that the glasses can literally be attached to your smartphone in their 

own ultra-thin pouch keep them at your fingertips while cutting down the likelihood of being misplaced 

or lost. In addition, they can be easily accessed and put away with minimal effort. 

 

Speaking of the pouch, this universal carrying case is about the size of a credit card and comes with its 

own adhesive for attaching it to the back of your phone or any hard flat surface that you can think of 

including a tablet, your car’s dashboard, or an office desktop.  The compact and discreet size makes 

having to shove bulky reading glasses into your backpack, make-up kit, pocket, or purse a thing of the 

past.  

 

Furthermore, wearers of these glasses have reported that not only are they comfortable, but that they 

feel secure with just the bridge support despite the absence of ear temples. You can shake your head, 

bend down, or make sudden movements without the lenses falling off of your face. This eyewear stays 

put.  

 



Other than being remarkably handy and durable, these Benjamin Franklin-style spectacles have proved 

to be more than just an eye-catching invention, but are great conversation starters. Consumers have 

found that these glasses make them look more refined and even genteel.  

 

The best benefit of them all is how effective they are in enhancing your ability to see things clearly. Plus, 

with several prescriptions ranging in power from lightest to strongest, anyone needing readers who 

decide to choose ThinOptics won’t believe their eyes. 

 


